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David Baron
Journalist, Author and Broadcaster

David Baron is a journalist, author and broadcaster who has spent his 30-year career largely in public radio. Baron has worked as a science correspondent for NPR and Boston’s WBUR, and as health and science editor for the PRI/BBC program The World.

In the course of his reporting, Baron has visited every continent and earned some of the top honors in journalism. These include the Lowell Thomas Award from the Overseas Press Club of America, the Alfred I. duPont Award from Columbia University, the National Academies Communications Award, and, on three occasions, the annual journalism prize from the American Association for the Advancement of Science.


Baron’s book, American Eclipse (2017), arose from his own eccentric passion. An avid eclipse chaser, Baron has crossed the Americas, Europe, Asia, and Australia to stand in the moon’s shadow and witness nature’s grandest spectacle: a total eclipse of the sun.
UPCOMING EVENTS

**Wednesday, April 10**
William N. Skirball Writers Center Stage
featuring Rebecca Makkai

**Wednesday, May 1**
F. Joseph Callahan Distinguished Lecture
presented in partnership with ThinkForum
featuring Elizabeth Kolbert

**Tuesday, May 7**
William N. Skirball Writers Center Stage
featuring Kiese Laymon and Imani Perry

For details on these events and more, visit [case.edu/events](http://case.edu/events) or call 216.368.2229.